Unleash your growth potential

Quick access to meaningful information about your packaging business is essential. This comprehensive, configurable solution leverages your operational data and empowers your team to make critical decisions when it counts, driving efficiency and profitability, and offering a powerful insight into your business.

Manage your business more effectively

EFI™ business Intelligence allows you to perform sophisticated performance analysis and reporting to get latest status views of your business. Built on a flexible framework, it accesses data from throughout your operation and consolidates it into a powerful visual summary of your organisation’s performance.

Simple, flexible and informative

- Intuitive, interactive, point-and-click interface
- Fully customizable presentation to tailor to your specific needs
- Delivers actionable information to the right people
- Web-based design for access from anywhere
- Easy installation and deployment across your entire business
EFI Business Intelligence

Access to on-demand information

- **Performance Dashboards:** Fast, graphical snapshots of your business health that are easy to understand. In minutes you can see data by product, customer, downtime percentage, running speed, make-ready, waste percentage and more.
- **What-if Analysis:** Enables you to adjust specific metrics at a glance, including changes in price, board, ink, waste, speed and MR time. It also allows you to compare and contrast the effects that changes have on your company's bottom line. Results can be analyzed by month, week, day or even shift.

Beat your competition by becoming more productive, profitable and efficient

- Improve your productivity by reducing the time spent hunting for information. BI eliminates the need to reconcile numbers and build spreadsheets, allowing more time for tasks that bring greater value to your organization. Meetings become more strategic, and your company becomes much more productive by having data at your fingertips.
- Increase your revenue by monitoring and analyzing costs down to transactional levels for identifying new revenue opportunities. BI also performs “what-if” analysis to see the potential impact of changing variables on your bottom line.
- Gain valuable customer insight by having more access to information across the enterprise to identify and understand your customers’ needs, habits and preferences.
- Empower your entire organization with an intuitive, user-friendly application that requires little training. Information can even be customized for the individual’s role in the organization and is easily accessible via the Web.
- Get a fast return on investment through tight integration with your IT infrastructure, EFI MIS/ERP system and third party applications. EFI BI allows you to get more from your solutions, benefit from a shorter implementation time and recoup your costs quickly.

Identify and drill down into specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

- **Profitability:** Measure your most profitable and least profitable customers by total volume versus margin, by plant, by sales representative, by quarter and by production.
- **Production:** Track your OEE and waste metrics with ‘lean’ derived performance reports.
- **Purchasing & Logistics:** Create supplier scorecards and identify trends related to on-time deliveries, volumes, costs, ordered/outstanding/received values and more.
- **Finances:** Get in-depth information on sales versus budget performance by quarter, month and year. Monitor and evaluate order to cash efficiencies and identify bottlenecks easily.
- **Flexible reporting:** Enable a well-informed enterprise by automating the reporting, scheduling and distribution of your Business Intelligence information with N-Printing.

EFI fuels success.

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.